SEALANTPRO ™

Protect the Life
of Your Concrete
SEALANTPRO

dramatically extends concrete’s

lifespan by defending it from damage caused by water
and chemical absorption, which can result in pitting,
flaking and staining.
Unlike other sealants that wear down or degrade
over time, SealantPro penetrates into the slab and
chemically bonds with the concrete itself. In just one
professional application, it forms a clear, strong and
permanent barrier that prevents water and other
substances from penetrating the concrete.
On its own or as part of the total Concrete
Protection System, SealantPro enhances property
value and restores peace of mind.

SE AL ANTPRO ADVANTAGES

	
O ne-coat application
dries quickly
 enetrates deep into pores
P
to protect concrete from
water damage

	Permanently bonds
with the concrete
Clear, non-yellowing formula
	
M akes stains easier
to remove

	Won’t wash away
or weaken over time
	Prevents pitting, flaking
and weakening of the
concrete surface

WHAT CAUSES CONCRETE TO BRE AK DOWN?
Moisture can seep into concrete’s pores and cause unsightly
problems that worsen over time, especially as temperatures
fluctuate. Water that gets trapped under the surface can either
evaporate too quickly in the hot sun, causing spider-cracking,
or freeze and thaw repeatedly, causing pitting and flaking.
Fertilizer, motor oil and other chemicals can also cause staining.

THE PROVEN SOLUTION
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Power wash concrete surface to open and clean its pores.
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Apply SealantPro onto concrete surfaces.
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Work sealant into surfaces to ensure deep penetration.

FIX & PROTECT

Allow to cure for just 6 hours, then use
the treated area as usual.

Save your concrete! Add the total Concrete Protection System, including PolyLevel® to
lift and level slabs, and NexusPro® to seal joints and cracks.

Learn more about this product and find your
local dealer at supportworks.com
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